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Searching for Signs of Intelligent Life:
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Beliefs About Robot Intelligence
Debra Bernstein and Kevin Crowley
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Children’s worlds are increasingly populated by intelligent technologies. This has
raised a number of questions about the ways in which technology can change children’s ideas about important concepts, like what it means to be alive or smart. In this
study, we examined the impact of experience with intelligent technologies on children’s ideas about robot intelligence. A total of 60 children aged 4 through 7 were
asked to identify the intellectual, psychological, and biological characteristics of 8
entities that differed in terms of their life status and intellectual capabilities. Results
indicated that as children gained experience in this domain, they began to differentiate robots from other familiar entities. This differentiation was indicated by a unique
pattern of responses about the intellectual and psychological characteristics of robots. These findings suggest that experience may yield a more highly developed
viewpoint that reflects an appreciation of the distinctions between biological life,
machines, and artificially intelligent technologies.
People who grew up in the world of the mechanical are more comfortable with a definition of what is alive that excludes all but the biological and resist shifting definitions of aliveness.… Children who have grown up with computational objects don’t
experience that dichotomy. They turn the dichotomy into a menu and cycle through
its choices. (Turkle, 1999, p. 552)

We are in the midst of a technology revolution. Everyday things are becoming
“smarter” as computational technology becomes ubiquitous and autonomous.
Correspondence regarding this article should be addressed to Debra Bernstein, Learning Research
and Development Center, 1st Floor, 3939 O’Hara Street, Pittsburgh, PA 15260. E-mail: dlb36@pitt.edu
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So-called smart technologies are now being employed for functions as everyday as
house cleaning and playing (e.g., the Roomba and Robosapien) and as extraordinary as interplanetary exploration (e.g., the Mars exploration rovers). Numerous
authors and visionaries have suggested that this infusion of technology will result
in significant, long-lasting changes to the way people think, perceive, and understand themselves, as well as the technology around them (Papert, 1980; Pesce,
2000; Turkle, 1984, 1998, 1999). This article investigates the potential cognitive
impact of these cultural changes on children, particularly with respect to children’s
ideas about intelligence and intelligent technologies.
Prior research has suggested that informal exposure to domain-relevant stimuli
can have a powerful impact on children’s beliefs and ideas (Crowley & Jacobs,
2002). This suggestion is already present in the literature on children and technology, as some researchers have proposed that exposure to intelligent technologies
may impact children’s understanding of fundamental concepts like what it means
to be alive (Kahn, Friedman, Perez-Granados, & Freier, 2004, 2006; Turkle, 1998,
1999). The current study further investigated knowledge and belief changes that
accompany exposure to and interaction with intelligent technology. We believe
that exposure to intelligent technologies, such as robots and robotic toys, pushes
children to think more deeply about the unique features of artificially intelligent entities. Specifically, we predicted that such exposure would allow children to appreciate the distinctions between robots and other entities (like animals and machines),
including the realization that fundamental concepts such as “alive” may not apply to
robots in the same way as they do to other entities (Kahn, Friedman, et al., 2006). In
order to test this hypothesis empirically, we examined the impact of different levels
of technology exposure on children’s beliefs about robot intelligence.
Since her early research on children and electronic games, Sherry Turkle has argued that exposure to intelligent technology can impact children’s conceptual development (see Turkle, 1984). Then and now, Turkle’s research has demonstrated
how intelligent technologies engage children in complex interactions, which, in
turn, yields the development of new ideas about technology. Turkle credited the
digital revolution with pushing children toward a more “psychological” understanding of technology. Prior to the 1980s, the majority of children’s toys could be
understood in terms of their physical mechanisms (e.g., a wind-up car can be understood in terms of its gears and springs). But as toys became digital and thus less
physically transparent, children began to seek other explanations for why their toys
worked the way they did. Turkle (1984, 1998) cited numerous instances of children
attributing consciousness to technology. To illustrate the point, she provided the
example of a child who continually puzzles over why an electronic game keeps
beating him. Eventually, the child concludes that the game was cheating, even
though cheating requires intention and motivation, which are not characteristics
most adults associate with electronic toys. Through his experience, this child has
taken a step toward a new way of understanding technology.
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One of the critical ideas underlying Turkle’s work is that environmental stimuli
can impact cognitive development. Sociocultural theorists have long argued that
culture exerts a profound impact on children’s development and that cognitive development is best viewed as a mutual interaction between individuals and cultural
tools (Cole, 1997; Rogoff, 2003; Saxe, 1999; Vygotsky, 1978). Technology, in particular, can change thought. Just as training on the abacus has been shown to alter
the mental representations used by Chinese children doing mental arithmetic,
playing video games has been shown to sharpen visual attention, spatial, and representational skills in young game players (Maynard, Subrahmanyam, & Greenfield,
2005; Stigler, 1984; Subrahmanyam & Greenfield, 1996). Some researchers have
suggested that video games have the potential to significantly transform children’s
educational engagement and experiences (Shaffer, Squire, Halverson, & Gee,
2005). Perhaps the developmental trajectories of entire communities of children
can be altered by the introduction of new tools into their cognitive ecologies (i.e.,
the spaces where they learn and play; Palmquist & Crowley, 2007).
Some of these new tools bring with them a complex set of characteristics and
affordances. Robots, particularly those with anthropomorphic or zoomorphic
forms, can appear animate, raising compelling questions about what it means to be
alive. For this reason, psychologists have often studied the extent to which children’s ideas about robots mirror their ideas about biological entities such as people
or animals (e.g., Melson et al., 2005).
Developmental psychologists may expect that children’s ideas about the characteristics of living and nonliving entities will influence their ideas about robots
due to the persistence of naïve biology theories. Naïve theories are frameworks
that organize children’s knowledge and beliefs about the world in several fundamental domains, including biology, psychology, and physics (Hatano et al., 1993;
Inagaki & Hatano, 2002; Wellman & Gelman, 1992, 1998). According to the naïve
biology approach, as children mature they are increasingly able to group entities
into categories and draw appropriate inferences from those categorizations (Gelman, 1988, 1989; see also Mak & Vera, 1999). For example, young children have
displayed the ability to categorize entities as living or nonliving and use those
judgments to guide decisions about the attribution of characteristics. The converse
assertion, that the presence or absence of certain characteristics can be used to
guide decisions about life status, has also been shown in the literature (Backscheider, Shatz, & Gelman, 1993; Gelman & Gottfried, 1996; Massey & Gelman,
1988; Richards & Siegler, 1986; Wellman & Gelman, 1998). Some of the characteristics that are commonly associated with young children’s life status judgments
include certain types of movement (even young children are adept at identifying
biological and nonbiological causes of movement) and biological characteristics
such as growth and healing (Gelman & Gottfried; Gelman & Opfer, 2002; Richards & Siegler). It is generally believed that children’s ideas about the characteristics of living things become more accurate with age (Opfer & Gelman, 2001; Rich-
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ards & Siegler), a trend that has also been observed for children’s ideas about
intelligence and the functions of the brain (C. N. Johnson & Wellman, 1982;
Kinlaw & Kurtz-Costes, 2003).
One way to interpret the naïve biology literature is to imagine that children’s
life status judgments (i.e., whether they believe an entity is alive or not) will predict
the types of characteristics they are willing to attribute to an entity. Indeed, some of
the literature on children’s beliefs about robots has taken this approach. For example, Nigam and Klahr’s (2000) work suggested a relationship between life status
judgments and the attribution of certain mental states to robots. Other research has
investigated young children’s willingness to attribute “animistic” properties (e.g.,
biological characteristics) to robotic animals and found that older children (5year-olds) were more likely than younger children (3-year-olds) to temper their attributions based upon the robot’s behavior (Okita, Schwartz, Shibata, & Tokuda,
2005).
However, recent findings that some children are willing to attribute a variety of
characteristics to robots, even when they do not believe the robots are alive, argue
for a departure from this point of view. Kahn, Friedman, and colleagues investigated children’s beliefs about a robotic dog (AIBO) as compared to a stuffed animal dog and a live dog. Approximately two thirds of the young children (aged 2–6)
surveyed attributed mental states, moral standing, and social rapport to both AIBO
and the stuffed animal. However, less than 40% of children in the larger sample responded that AIBO and the stuffed dog were alive (Kahn, Friedman, et al., 2006).
Older children (aged 7–15) attributed more characteristics to a live dog, but more
than half still attributed mental states, moral standing, and social rapport to AIBO.
Less than a quarter of older children believed AIBO was alive (Melson et al.,
2005). This research suggests that beliefs about the life status of a robotic entity do
not necessarily constrain children’s beliefs about the entity’s characteristics.
Similarly, other researchers have examined children’s beliefs about whether robots and computers have brains, hearts, and other internal characteristics associated with living things. Scaife and Van Duuren (1995) found that although few
children believed the robot had a heart, many children aged 7 and older believed
the robot had a brain (or “a sort of brain even though it is different from ours,” p.
370). This finding is interesting in part because it suggests a decoupling of biological characteristics and intelligence for some children—it is possible for an entity to
have a brain, but no heart. Additionally, an analysis of response patterns indicated
that children aged 7 and older were likely to attribute brains to the “cognitive set”
(person, robot, computer), indicating that children were willing to categorize these
entities on the basis of their cognitive features.
In sum, although there is ample evidence that naïve theories guide children’s
decisions about the characteristics of biological entities, it is less clear that these
theories always underlie children’s assumptions about robots, particularly as children are willing to attribute a wide range of characteristics to robots, only some of
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which are related to their life status judgments (see Jipson & Gelman, 2007, for
other factors that may contribute to children’s beliefs about the characteristics of
robots).
What are the other potential sources of influence for these ideas? The psychology literature on childhood expertise suggests that experience with robots might be
the most important factor in shaping children’s conceptual representations. Indeed,
domain-specific experience is often a better predictor of knowledge representations and beliefs than general experience or maturational factors (Chi, 1978; Chi,
Hutchinson, & Robin, 1989; Chi & Koeske, 1983; Crowley & Jacobs, 2002;
Hmelo-Silver & Pfeffer, 2004; K. E. Johnson & Mervis, 1994; Means & Voss,
1985). Young children who are knowledgeable in a particular domain show greater
recall memory and more fully developed knowledge representations than novices
of any age (Chi, 1978). For example, Chi, Hutchinson, and Robin found that even
when participants were matched for age and general cognitive abilities, child experts were more likely than novices to organize their knowledge into domain-relevant categories. There is little doubt that high levels of knowledge and experience
can alter children’s understanding of important concepts within a domain of interest (Crowley & Jacobs, 2002; Shaffer, 2006).
Thus, we believe that children who have had direct experience with intelligent
technologies will be in the process of developing new ways of thinking about that
technology. One goal of this study was to answer the question of how children’s
ideas change as they gain experience in this domain. Our hypothesis, growing from
the literature on children and technology (see Kahn, Friedman, et al., 2004, 2006;
Turkle, 1999), was that as children gain experience with technology they will
move from thinking about robots within the context of their naïve biology theories
to thinking about robots as intelligent technologies. Children who understand robots within the context of naïve biology will treat them as either biological (living)
entities or inanimate objects, and assign characteristics according to those judgments. Children who understand robots as intelligent technology will treat them as
a unique type of entity, and we expected to see little relationship between life status
judgments and beliefs about the robot’s characteristics for children in this latter
group.
In this article, we track children’s evolving understanding about robots by focusing on their ideas about intelligence. To do so is to embark on a difficult journey. The question of what characteristics mark the boundaries of intelligence is
one that is frequently debated, particularly in technology circles.
One way that the psychology literature has engaged the question of intelligence
is by inquiring about the characteristics that make up an intelligent person. Both
children and adults have included descriptions of cognitive skills (e.g., problem
solving, decision making) and social skills (e.g., being fair) in their definitions of
human intelligence (Sternberg, Conway, Ketron, & Bernstein, 1981; Yussen &
Kane, 1985). Young children are particularly apt to include noncognitive charac-
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teristics, such as being nice, in their definitions of intelligence (Kurtz-Costes, McCall, Kinlaw, Wiesen, & Holland Joyner, 2005; Yussen & Kane, 1985).
These findings suggest that children associate both cognitive and social/psychological characteristics with intelligent people. Such findings open up a range of
interesting questions, including why these characteristics might co-occur in definitions of intelligence. Our task at present, however, is to address a much simpler issue: Does the pattern of characteristics that children associate with intelligent people hold for robots?
Robot intelligence may be viewed in a slightly different way. One study found
that adults rarely attribute psychological characteristics to technological entities,
even if they believe those entities have some intellectual characteristics (Van
Duuren & Scaife, 1996). Some researchers have suggested that psychological
characteristics are among those that distinguish between the presence of a brain
and the presence of a mind, the latter being more commonly associated with biological than technological entities (Davis, 2004).
Thus, as we begin to explore children’s ideas about robot intelligence, we can
think about different ways of characterizing those ideas. If children think of robots
as akin to biological entities, they may apply a definition of intelligence that includes both cognitive and social/psychological characteristics. Children who think
about robots as intelligent technology may apply a more technological definition
of intelligence to robots, one that includes intellectual capabilities but minimizes
psychological capabilities, in keeping with the idea that technological entities are
generally perceived to have a lesser capacity for psychological characteristics than
are biological entities (Opfer & Gelman, 2001).
In the current study, children were asked to articulate their beliefs about the
characteristics of different types of technology (including two robots), biological
entities, and a simple artifact. These data, along with information about children’s
prior exposure to robots, were used to determine whether children with different
levels of exposure treated robots as akin to biological entities or whether they attributed a unique pattern of characteristics to the robots. This study goes beyond
previous work on children’s beliefs about robots by treating prior experience as a
factor that may affect beliefs about robot intelligence. The inclusion of this factor
allows us to begin exploring the potential impact of technology exposure on children’s ideas about intelligence.

METHOD
Children were asked whether it is appropriate to attribute biological, intellectual,
and psychological characteristics to eight different entities, including two robots.
Parents completed a brief written survey about the child’s previous opportunities
learning about or interacting with robots. This survey provided a direct measure of
children’s level of prior robot exposure.
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Participants
Sixty children participated in this study.1 There were 30 children aged 4 or 5 (15
girls and 15 boys; M age = 62.6 months) and 30 aged 6 or 7 (14 girls and 16 boys; M
age = 82.6 months). The decision to conduct this study with children between the
ages of 4 and 7 was guided by prior research that suggests that early childhood is an
important period for the development of naïve biology beliefs (Hatano et al., 1993;
Wellman & Gelman, 1998). Participants were recruited from the population of
weekend visitors to a children’s museum.
Materials

Forced-choice “bingo” task. The goal of the bingo task was to elicit children’s beliefs about the characteristics of different entities: three biological entities
(person, cat, plant), two robots (humanoid robot, rover2), a computer, a calculator,
and a doll. Children were given eight laminated 5” × 9” cards, each one containing
a picture of a different entity. The name of the entity was printed on the bottom of
the card. Both of the robots were simply labeled robot. The robots were the main
entities of interest in this study. Biological entities and artifacts were included for
comparison purposes.
Throughout the task, children were asked to judge whether each entity had the
following biological (alive, growth, metabolism, reproduction, self-generated movement), intellectual (think, remember, plan, calculate, learn, situational awareness3), psychological (emotion and volition), and artifactual (made in a factory, put
together) characteristics. The artifactual questions were included in order to make
sure that children recognized the robots as nonbiological entities. See Appendix A
for complete questions.
The questions were printed on colored index cards. At the beginning of each
turn, the child was asked to choose a question card. For each question card, the
child was asked to answer the question posed by placing a penny on the appropriate picture(s). For example, if asked “Which things need food or water?” (metabolism question), the child might respond by placing a penny on the person, plant,
and cat. The experimenter would ask the child if there were any other things that
needed food or water. After the child decided that he or she had indicated all of the
1An additional 10 participants were dropped from the analysis—6 because they did not complete
the task, 3 because another family member (e.g., a sibling) interrupted or interfered with the task, and 1
because of recording equipment failure.
2The humanoid robot was the Sony QRIO. The rover was the Personal Exploration Rover, developed by the Mobile Robot Programming Lab at the Robotics Institute, Carnegie Mellon University.
3The question on situational awareness was asked of all participants but excluded from analysis.
This question was intended to ascertain if children believed the entity was aware of its surroundings;
however, the question was often misinterpreted to mean the ability of the entity to be moved to different
locations.
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entities that needed food or water, the experimenter invited the child to pick up all
of the pennies. The child then chose another card, and game play continued. The
child continued to choose cards until none were left.

Prior experience survey. The survey consisted of 11 questions. The first
five questions asked about the availability of robotic toys and/or educational materials about robots in the child’s home, as well as recent opportunities to engage
with or learn about robots. Likert scales were used to rate (on a scale of 1–7) the
child’s interest in and knowledge about robots and computers, as well as parents’
interest in and knowledge about robots.
Responses from the survey were used to create a quantitative measure of children’s prior experience with robots. Children received 1 point for each robot-related activity they participated in, such as visiting a museum exhibit about robots,
building a robot, or visiting a Web site about robots. Children also received 1 point
for each of the robot-themed items present in their home environment (e.g., robot
books or robot videos) and 1 point for each robot toy (e.g., Lego Mindstorms or
Bionicles). These points were summed to calculate an opportunity score for each
child. A higher score indicated a greater opportunity for the child to learn about robots in his or her home environment. Opportunity scores ranged from 0 to 7, with a
mean score of 2.47 (SD = 1.74).
A median split of opportunity scores allowed us to form two groups for comparison purposes. Children in the low-opportunity group had scores of 0, 1, or 2 (n =
34). Children in the high-opportunity group had scores of 3 or higher (n = 26). The
mean age of the low-opportunity group was 70.6 months (SD = 11.86). This group
contained 10 boys and 24 girls. The mean age of the high-opportunity group was
75.2 months (SD = 11.94). This group contained 21 boys and 5 girls. A t test was
conducted to determine if the age difference between the low- and high-opportunity groups was significant. The t test revealed no significant difference between
the two groups. However, opportunity scores were moderately correlated with age
in months, r(60) = .34, p < .01. A chi-square analysis revealed a significant relationship between gender and opportunity group, χ2(1, N = 60) = 15.56, p < .001, indicating that boys were more likely than girls to be in the high-opportunity group.
This finding was consistent with previous research that suggests boys are more
likely than girls to be interested in conceptual and constructive domains (K. E.
Johnson, Alexander, Spencer, Leibham, & Neitzel, 2004).
Design and Procedure
Families were recruited during their visit to the museum. Data were collected in a
quiet space away from the main floor of the museum. Average participation time in
this study was 19 min, 52 s. All aspects of data collection were videotaped.
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At the start of the forced-choice task, children were asked to label each of the
eight entities on the cards. If the children were unable to label any item, the experimenter provided the name of the item and then asked the children to repeat it back.
In order to make sure children understood the task, the experimenter asked two
practice questions: “Which cards have things on them that can make noise?” and
“Which cards have things on them that you have in your house?” Children were instructed to place a penny on each picture that answered the question. The majority
of children understood this procedure after the first practice question. Following
the practice questions, children began picking questions from the pile of colored
index cards. Although the order of the practice questions was fixed, the order of experimental questions was always random, as each child picked the cards in a different order. Adults were asked to complete the survey while the children participated
in the forced-choice task.

RESULTS
The analyses presented here examine the influence of prior experience with robotic technology on children’s ideas about robot intelligence. The section begins
with a brief summary of the types of characteristics children attributed to all eight
entities (person, cat, plant, humanoid robot, rover, computer, calculator, doll). The
next set of analyses explores the relative contributions of prior experience and life
status judgments (i.e., whether children believe robots are alive) on children’s attributions of intelligence characteristics to the robots. Finally, we examine the data
for evidence that children with different beliefs and experience have unique ways
of thinking about robots and intelligence.

Summary of Forced-Choice Responses
Figure 1 displays children’s mean attributions of biological and intelligence characteristics to all eight entities. A visual inspection of the figure indicates that the
humanoid robot and rover both scored reasonably high on the intelligence scale.
The finding that young children were willing to attribute intelligence characteristics to robots was consistent with prior research (see Okita et al., 2005). Both robots scored moderate to low on the biology scale. The attribution of self-generated
movement accounted for the majority of the biological score associated with each
robot. Prior research has reported higher attributions of biological properties to robots than were seen in the current data (see Kahn, Friedman, et al., 2004, 2006;
Okita et al., 2005). However, this discrepancy may be explained by the fact that
children in previous studies viewed (or played with) a physical robot while answering questions.
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FIGURE 1

Distribution of intellectual and biological characteristics for all eight entities.

The computer and calculator scored moderate to low on the intelligence scale
and extremely low on the biology scale. The ability to calculate accounted for the
majority of the intelligence scores associated with the computer and calculator.
These findings were somewhat consistent with Van Duuren and Scaife’s (1996) investigations of children’s beliefs about computers, although children in the current
study were more likely to say that computers could add numbers together. Few
other researchers have asked children about calculators.
The person and the cat both scored high on the biology dimension, but the cat
scored lower than the person on the intelligence dimension. Children’s attributions
of certain intelligence characteristics to the cat (e.g., thinking and remembering)
were consistent with prior research (see Davis, 2004). The plant was treated moderately on the biological dimension but low on intelligence. Young children’s ambivalence about the life status of plants has been documented in the literature (see
Hatano et al., 1993), as have their beliefs about the intellectual status of plants (see
Davis, 2004; Inagaki & Hatano, 1987). See Appendix B for details of the specific
characteristics attributed to each of the eight entities.
Consistent with prior research, few children attributed any biological or intelligence characteristics to the doll (see Van Duuren & Scaife, 1996). Had children assigned these characteristics to the doll, as well as the other artifacts, we might have
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Mean number of psychological characteristics attributed to each entity.

speculated that participants were simply overattributing characteristics to all of the
artifacts. However, this finding indicates that the doll was successful as a control
artifact.
Figure 2 shows children’s attributions of psychological characteristics to all
eight entities. All children attributed both psychological characteristics (emotion
and volition) to the person. Children attributed almost as many psychological characteristics to the cat, but fewer to the humanoid robot and the rover. Prior research
is inconsistent with respect to children’s attribution of emotion to robots (see
Kahn, Friedman, et al., 2004, 2006; Van Duuren & Scaife, 1996). However, the
current findings were well within the range present in the literature. Children attributed very few psychological characteristics to the other entities.
A one-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed significant differences between children’s attributions of biological, psychological, and
intellectual characteristics to the humanoid robot, F(2, 118) = 21.50, p < .001. On
average, children attributed 30% of biological characteristics, 43% of psychological characteristics, and 59% of intellectual characteristics to the humanoid robot.
Pairwise comparisons indicated significant differences between all three categories.4 A repeated measures ANOVA was run for the rover and yielded similar results, F(2, 118) = 17.82, p < .001. On average, children attributed 28% of biological characteristics, 41% of psychological characteristics, and 53% of intellectual
characteristics to the rover. Pairwise comparisons indicated significant differences
between all three categories. These analyses revealed that children can and do distinguish between biological, psychological, and intelligence characteristics for in-

4Proportion scores were generated to represent children’s attributions of biological, psychological,
and intellectual characteristics, as each category included a different number of questions. These proportion scores were used to run the repeated measures ANOVA. Pairwise comparisons were all significant at p < .01.
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telligent technologies and that they believe entities can possess some of these characteristics in the absence of others.
Children’s attributions of biological, psychological, and intelligence characteristics to the two robots were highly correlated: for biological characteristics, r(60)
= .78; for psychological characteristics, r(60) = .89; for intelligence characteristics, r(60) = .86; all ps < .001. This finding confirmed that children treated the two
robots similarly and did not attribute characteristics to the humanoid robot based
solely upon its anthropomorphic appearance. Previous research with 9- to 11year-old children suggested that a robot’s appearance would impact children’s
judgments of robot “personality” and emotion (Woods, Dautenhahn, & Schulz,
2004). It is possible that although children may use robot appearance to guide their
judgments of anthropomorphic characteristics such as friendliness and shyness,
they use categorical markers when making decisions about more concrete characteristics such as intelligence and biological capabilities. Based upon the strength of
the correlations reported previously, data for the humanoid robot and the rover are
reported together, as an average robot score, in all future analyses.
In order to examine the data for age differences, we conducted a series of t tests
to compare the mean number of biological, psychological, and intelligence characteristics attributed to all eight entities by older and younger children. In all, 24
comparisons were made. The Bonferroni technique was used to adjust the alpha
level for multiple comparisons, yielding an operational alpha level of .002 (.05 /
24). No significant differences were found between older and younger children.
Based upon these findings, data were collapsed across younger and older participants for all further analyses.
Alive, Intelligence, and Prior Experience
In this section we examine children’s beliefs about the intellectual characteristics
of robots and explore the extent to which those beliefs are influenced by the
amount of prior experience children have had with robots versus their ideas about
the robots’ life status. Analysis of the former factor was consistent with the hypothesis that direct experience with robots may impact children’s ideas about their
characteristics, whereas analysis of the latter factor was included to detect a bias
toward life-status-based judgments.
In all, 21 children judged both the humanoid robot and the rover to be alive; 5
children were divided in their judgments and said one robot was alive and one robot was not.5 For life status comparisons, these two groups were collapsed into a
single group. Another 34 children said neither robot was alive. It should be noted
that when asked about the artifactual properties of the robots, 55 out of 60 children
responded that both robots were made in a factory. Of the children who said the robots were alive, nearly all of them said the robots were made in a factory.
Children’s willingness to attribute both artifactual and animate properties to the robots has led some researchers to speculate that the term alive may mean something
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TABLE 1
Summary of Hierarchical Regression Analysis for Factors Influencing
Robot Intelligence Attributions
Factor
Robot life status
Robot life status, opportunity score
Robot life status, opportunity score, interaction
term (life status × opportunity score)

R2
.164
.236
.238

R2
.164
.072
.003

F

p

11.39
5.35
0.19

.001
.024
.663

different when applied to biological entities and intelligent technologies (Kahn,
Friedman, et al., 2004, 2006).
The two factors of interest, children’s judgments of whether the robots were
alive and opportunity score, were entered as the first two steps in a hierarchical regression. An interaction term (Life Status × Opportunity Score) was created and
entered as the third step. The dependent variable was the average number of intelligence characteristics attributed to the robots. Analysis revealed a significant effect
for robot life status judgments—this variable accounted for 16.4% of the variance
in robot intelligence attributions. Opportunity score accounted for an additional
7.2% of the variance. Taken together, life status judgments and opportunity score
accounted for 23.6% of the variance in robot intelligence attributions. The interaction term was not significant (see Table 1).
This analysis confirmed that both life status judgments and opportunity score impact children’s judgments of robot intelligence. The mean number of intelligence
characteristics attributed to the robots was higher for children who believed one or
both robots were alive (M = 3.62, SD = 1.41) than for children who did not believe either robot was alive (M = 2.19, SD = 1.76). Additionally, opportunity score and intelligence attributions were positively correlated r(60) = .31, indicating that children
with higher opportunity scores attributed more intelligence to the robots.
The next set of analyses examined whether the relationship between the technological entities differed as a function of prior experience with robots (i.e., did children with different levels of prior experience group the technologies differently?).
For this analysis, we performed a median split on the opportunity score variable in
order to compare children with low and high opportunity scores. A repeated measures ANOVA was conducted with the number of intelligence characteristics attributed to the technological entities (robots, computer, calculator) as a within-subjects factor and opportunity score (low/high) as a between-subjects factor.6 This
5Four children said the humanoid robot was alive but not the rover, and one child said the rover was
alive but not the humanoid robot.
6Mauchly’s test of sphericity was significant (Mauchly’s W = 0.64, df = 2, p < .001), so the
Huynh-Feldt correction was applied.
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analysis revealed a significant effect for entity, F(1.52, 88.27) = 18.77, p < .001; a
significant effect for opportunity score, F(1, 58) = 10.09, p < .01; and no significant interaction. Table 2 shows the mean number of intelligence characteristics attributed to each entity.
On the whole, children with high opportunity scores attributed more intelligence to
the intelligent technologies than did children with low opportunity scores. Pairwise comparisons indicated that children attributed significantly more intelligence characteristics
to the robots than to the computer or calculator, but there were no significant differences
between the number of intelligence characteristics attributed to the computer and calculator. The general pattern of treating the robots similarly, and treating the computer
and calculator similarly, held for children with low and high opportunity scores.
Different Models of Intelligence
In order to more fully understand children’s ideas about robot intelligence, we
examined their response patterns to questions about both cognitive and psychological characteristics (see the earlier discussion of the frequency of psychological characteristics in different definitions of intelligence). Based on children’s
prior experience and their answers to the question “Are robots alive?,” we identified three groups, each of which attributed a distinct pattern of intellectual and
psychological characteristics to the robots. The first group consisted of children
with low opportunity scores who believed that one or both of the robots was
alive. This group was characterized by high intelligence and psychological attributions to the robots, with a strong positive correlation between the number of intelligence and psychological characteristics attributed, r(13) = .73, p < .01. These
children attributed as much intelligence to the robots as children in the high-opportunity group, but they also attributed more psychological characteristics to
the robots than the other two groups (see Table 3 for means). We labeled this
group Robot as Animal because these were the types of attributions we would expect children to make to animals (see Inagaki & Hatano, 1987). In fact, when we
compared these children’s beliefs about the robots and the cat using paired t tests,
we found no significant differences in the number of psychological or intellectual characteristics attributed to each entity. In short, children in this group not
TABLE 2
Mean (SD) Number of Intelligence Characteristics Attributed to Intelligent
Technologies for Each Opportunity
Group
Robots
Computer
Calculator

Low Opportunity Score

High Opportunity Score

2.34 (1.76)
1.38 (1.18)
1.38 (0.85)

3.42 (1.59)
2.42 (1.65)
2.00 (1.50)
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TABLE 3
Mean (SD) Number of Intelligence and Psychological Characteristics
Attributed to Different Entities, By Group
Intelligence Characteristics (max = 5) Psychology Characteristics (max = 2)
Group

Robots

Cat

Calculator

Robots

Cat

Calculator

Robot as Animal
3.35 (1.72) 3.23 (1.24) 1.38 (0.65) 1.27 (0.88) 1.69 (0.48) 0.23 (0.60)
(n = 13)
Robot as Machine
1.71 (1.50) 3.24 (1.04) 1.38 (0.97) 0.55 (0.74) 1.52 (0.68) 0.10 (0.30)
(n = 21)
Robot as Smart
3.42 (1.59) 3.31 (1.01) 2.00 (1.50) 0.87 (0.73) 1.62 (0.57) 0.15 (0.37)
Technology (n = 26)

only judged the robots to be alive but believed them to be intellectually and psychologically similar to the cat.
The second group consisted of those children with low opportunity scores who
did not believe the robots were alive. Similar to the first group, there was a strong
positive correlation between the number of intelligence and psychological characteristics attributed to the robots, r(21) = .63, p < .01. However, unlike the first
group these children attributed very little intelligence and psychology to the robots
(see Table 3 for means). We labeled this group Robot as Machine. We used a paired
t test to compare their mean intelligence attributions to the robots and the calculator and found that this was the only group that did not attribute significantly more
intelligence to the robots than to the calculator. To children in this group, there was
nothing particularly smart or unique about the robots—they were simply technological machines, like the calculator.
It is interesting to note that for both of these groups, intelligence and psychological attributions were consistent with life status judgments of the robots. Children
who said the robots were alive believed they were significantly smarter, t(32) =
2.92, p < .01; and more psychological, t(32) = 2.57, p < .05, than children who did
not believe they were alive (see Table 3 for means). It would seem that children
who believed the robots were alive applied a more biological definition of intelligence, whereas children who did not believe the robots were alive largely denied
them intelligence. Both responses were consistent with a biological point of view.
The third group was made up of children with high opportunity scores. This
group was characterized by high intelligence attributions and the lowest positive
correlation between the number of intelligence and psychology characteristics
attributed to the robots, r(26) = .59, p < .01. We called this the Robot as Smart
Technology group. This group distinguished itself from the two other groups in a
number of ways. First, t-tests revealed no significant differences in the mean number of intelligence and psychological characteristics attributed to robots for chil-
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dren in the ‘alive’ and ‘not alive’ groups. Children in this group also saw the robots
as distinct from the other entities. An ANOVA was conducted with these children’s
intelligence attributions to the robots, cat, and calculator as a repeated measure.
There was a significant effect for entity, F(2, 50) = 10.95, p < .001. Post hoc comparisons revealed that children in this group attributed significantly more intelligence characteristics to the robots than to the calculator. The number of intelligence attributions to the robots and cat did not significantly differ. In the interest of
determining whether children in this group viewed the robots and the cat similarly
on all dimensions, we used a paired t test to compare psychological attributions to
these two entities. Results indicated that children in this group attributed significantly more psychological characteristics to the cat than to the robots, t(25) = 5.09,
p < .001 (see Table 3 for all means).
In sum, the attribution of psychological and intellectual characteristics was positively correlated for all children. However, these attributions were most related to
life status judgments for children in the two low-opportunity groups. Additionally,
children in the Robot as Animal group treated the robots similarly to the cat in
terms of intellectual and psychological attributions. Children in the Robot as Machine group treated the robots similarly to the calculator for intelligence; however,
children in the Robot as Smart Technology group treated the robots as a unique
type of intellectual entity.

DISCUSSION
Children have long been intrigued by artifacts on the boundary of animacy
(Ackermann, 2005). As intelligent technologies have become infused into everyday and informal learning contexts, children’s exposure to once exotic technology
has become almost routine (see Leinhardt & Crowley, 2002; Nourbakhsh et al.,
2006). What are the potential impacts of children’s interactions with this technology? The current study sought to answer this question with respect to children’s
ideas about intelligence.
We examined two potential sources of influence on children’s ideas about intelligence in robots: children’s prior experience with technology and their ideas about
the characteristics of living and nonliving entities. Results indicate that both of
these factors are potential sources of influence. For children with little prior experience, attributions to the robots were commensurate with life status judgments.
Children who believed the robots were alive attributed more intellectual and psychological characteristics to them than those who did not believe they were alive.
Additionally, children with little experience seemed to group the robots with familiar objects of similar life status (i.e., a cat and a calculator). These findings suggest that among children with little experience, life status may have been a particularly salient characteristic of the robots.
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In contrast, children with more prior experience attributed intellectual characteristics to the robots that were not generally consistent with their life status judgments. These children also attributed a unique pattern of intellectual and psychological characteristics to the robots—robots might be as smart as a cat, but they are
less psychological.
Taken together, these findings support the notion of an experience-based shift in
children’s understanding of robots. With experience, children come to view robots
as distinct from familiar entities in two primary ways. First, the issue of alive
seems to apply less stringently to robots, as evidenced by the fact that the robot’s
life status was less closely related to judgments of its intelligence for more experienced children. Second, robots were assumed to possess a unique type of intelligence, one that was distinct from the biological definition of intelligence that children generally provide when describing intelligent people or animals.
However, it is difficult to know how to classify the more experienced children’s
ideas about robot intelligence. It is certainly possible that these children are moving toward a definition of technological intelligence, but the caveat remains that
technological intelligence is a difficult concept. The difficulty was well illustrated
by Kahn, Ishiguro, Friedman, and Kanda’s (2006) discussion of the difference between ontological and psychological claims with regard to robots. An ontological
point of view takes into account the robot’s actual technical capabilities, whereas a
psychological point of view considers the human user’s beliefs about the robot’s
characteristics. For example, although it may be the case that robots are not technically capable of feeling emotions, users can (and often do) perceive emotions on a
robot’s behalf. One weakness of the current study is that the questions about psychological characteristics failed to account for this distinction. We do not know if
the children in the study were responding ontologically or psychologically to our
questions about the robot’s capacity for feeling emotion and volition. Future research could investigate the extent to which young children, even those with technology experience, are able to differentiate between the two possibilities. Including additional questions about the robot’s psychological capabilities may also help
expand researchers’ understanding of children’s beliefs in this area.
Future research might also address the question of cognitive parity between biological and technological entities. Humans and robots may be able to perform
similar cognitive functions (e.g., remembering), but it is not clear whether children
perceive these acts as qualitatively different from one another. How much do children really understand about the similarities and differences between artificial and
biological intelligence?7 It would be interesting to investigate the extent to which
children believe that “thinking like a person” is the same as (or different from)
“thinking like a robot.”
7Of course, there is no easy answer to this question. The artificial intelligence field has been debating this issue for some time (see Searle, 1990).
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One enduring question in the current study is why some children (particularly
children with prior experience) judged the robots to be alive but then deviated
from the pattern of characteristic attribution that might be predicted by their alive
judgments. Jipson and Gelman (2007) recently examined children’s beliefs
about entities that challenge the living/nonliving distinction (such as robots) and
found that judgments about biological characteristics were highly concordant
with an entity’s ontological status (alive or not alive), whereas judgments about
thinking and feeling were influenced by both ontological status and other characteristics (such as the presence of a face on the entity). Thus, there is precedent in
the naïve biology literature for movement away from characteristic attributions
based strictly upon ontological status for challenging entities. Based upon our
data, we suggest that prior experience may help to foster such a move, but our
data do not support definitive claims about the particular ways in which this occurs. It is possible that children’s ideas about specific characteristics change before their larger beliefs about life status are altered, which might explain why
children who said the robots were alive appeared in both the Robot as Animal and
Robot as Smart Technology groups but displayed different ideas when asked
about specific robot characteristics. Or it is possible, as suggested by Jipson and
Gelman, that the alive/not alive distinction is a narrow one that works well for
prototypical objects (like cats and chairs) and biological properties but loses
some of its meaning when applied to boundary objects like robots and complex
characteristics.
Our approach was to look at robots as part of an expanding cohort effect. We hypothesize that children raised increasingly amid intelligent technologies will grow
up thinking differently about some concepts that developmental psychologists
have previously considered universal and inevitable. For example, imagine a child
whose parent has purchased a Roomba (a robotic vacuum cleaner) to clean the
floors. Perhaps this child has seen the Roomba stop itself at the top of a flight of
stairs, locate its charging station when it was running low on battery power, or perform any number of activities that indicate its ability to perceive and respond to
stimuli in its environment.8 Might this child move beyond dichotomies used by her
parents (Turkle, 1999)? Kahn, Friedman, et al. (2004, 2006) suggested that children may be developing a new ontological category for intelligent technologies,
one that includes machines that are animate and intelligent. Just as children who
have pets can reason in more sophisticated ways about living things (Inagaki,
1990), children who live among robots may change the way they think about technology.

8This is not a vision of the future: As we write more than 2 million Roombas have been sold. At least
two of those went to the homes of children in this study.
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Appendix A
Forced-Choice Task Questions

Biological Characteristics
Alive … Which cards have things on them that are alive?
Growth … Which cards have things on them that can grow? What I mean is, if we
looked at these things a long time from now, they would be bigger.
Metabolism … Which cards have things on them that need food or water?
Movement … Which cards have things on them that can move by themselves?
Reproduction … Which cards have things on them that can make little ones just
like themselves? Can make babies?
Psychological Characteristics
Emotion … Which cards have things on them that can feel happy or sad?
Volition … Which cards have things on them that if you gave them a choice, they
could decide what to do?
Intelligence Characteristics
Calculate … Which cards have things on them that can add numbers together?
Learn … Which cards have things on them that can learn how to do new things?
Planning … Which cards have things on them that if we told them what to do, they
could figure out how to do it?
Remember … Which cards have things on them that can remember things? Like if
they did something today, they would remember it tomorrow?
Situational Awareness … Which cards have things on them that if we picked
them up and put them in the room over there, they would know they were in a new
place?
Think … Which cards have things on them that can think?
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Artifactual Processes
Factory … Which cards have things on them that were made in a factory?
Put Together … Which cards have things on them that someone had to build?

Appendix B
Percentage of Children Attributing Characteristics to Each Entity

Characteristic
Biological
Alive
Grow
Reproduce
Eat
Move
Intellectual
Calculate
Learn
Remember
Plan
Think
Psychological
Emotion
Volition
Artifactual
Put together
Made in factory

Person

Cat

Plant

Computer

Humanoid
Robot

Rover

Calculator

100
100
97
100
100

100
92
95
98
100

63
93
23
95
5

13
2
0
0
0

42
5
13
7
83

37
5
10
5
83

12
0
0
0
0

5
2
5
2
5

90
100
100
98
100

10
87
67
73
90

0
3
2
3
0

77
18
28
33
27

53
55
53
73
60

47
50
45
67
58

93
13
15
23
20

2
2
0
3
3

100
100

93
67

10
5

3
20

37
50

30
52

2
13

12
3

17
2

12
2

8
12

90
85

97
93

97
92

83
85

78
82

Doll

